Shepherd Is Cheered
By Overflow Audience
At University Museum

One Shepherd dismissed individual, introspective efforts and his
present at the Honor Forum held last evening, included in the
heralded's speech were anecdotes concerning committee
announcements and the trend of present interest sheets toward pub-
lishing private information.

By Stefan M. Druckman

A capacity audience refused to allow humor Jean
Shepherd to step down from the speaker's podium at the
Forum held at the University Museum last night.
The anis and anecdotes of the New York broadaster
were received with such hearty applause from his
hearers that an additional session was
announced yesterday.

Exposition ranging from feminine spinners to
inflationary problems, Shepherd held his audience with
his constant chatter on the conditions of life. Included in
his display of topics were:

1. A deep sense of hope that the
world's peace can be achieved.

2. The hope that the trend of present
interest sheets toward publishing private
information will be reversed.

3. The hope that the world's peace
will be achieved.

4. The hope that the trend of present
interest sheets toward publishing private
information will be reversed.

5. The hope that the world's peace
will be achieved.

First Founder's Medal Presented to Stouffer

Philadelphia, Pa., Friday, December 9-12

The Committee on the University Museum at the University of Pennsylvania has awarded its first
Founder's Medal and Citation to Dr. Benjamin
Stouffer for his contributions to the museum.

Dr. Stouffer received the medal and citation in
a ceremony held at the University Museum yesterday,

The award was made by Dr. Benjamin
Stouffer for his contributions to the museum.

Stouffer, who received the degree
of bachelor of science in
chemistry in 1901, has been
associated with the museum
since its inception.

The presentation is to be part
of the
Pennsylvania in the
Pennsylvania in the
Field Museum?

Varsity Booters End Season
Facing Cornell in Ivy Match

By Larry J. Deitch

Conference
Corning in Ivy Match
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Brucker Addresses County
Concerning Budget Balancing

By the United Press

WASHINGTON—Secretary of Agriculture Charles D. Brucker told the
nation's farmers today to forget about balancing the federal budget. He said National
Security Board directives have been given to the Department
of Agriculture to help
the farmers, and he urged
them to make a
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Chips off the Block by Joseph Corriere

Although this is an inaccurate assessment, there's a lot of room for the famous comedian, Alan Green, to have a hand in dance as well as music. He was born in New York City, and his father was a famous dancing instructor. He started his career in vaudeville and later became famous as a music producer. He was also a successful businessman and philanthropist.

Jewel Shepherd has been a star of the stage for many years, and she has always been known for her versatility and depth in her performances. She has won numerous awards and has been nominated for several others. Her voice is clear and expressive, and she has a natural talent for making the characters she portrays come alive on stage.

Shepherd and the Wiener-men

There is a certain charm to seeing Jewel Shepherd perform. She has a way of making even the most simple scenes come alive with color and emotion. Her voice is powerful but never harsh, and she has a way of conveying the depth of her characters through her delivery.

Shepherd's performance is always a highlight of any show in which she appears, and she is the type of actress who can make even the most simple character come alive on stage.
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Sebo May Insert Bernstein in Penn Line

The continued absence of star running back Pete Kohlhardt means Sebo P. Sebo is insert Pete Riley at left halfback. Meanwhile, Monday at Franklin Field, Phil Bernstein, Sports Staff make predictions.

Riley in Penn Line

Bernstein, Sports Staff Make Predictions
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STEVE SEBO

Dorm-A Triumphs, Enters Grid Finals

Dorm-A defeated Thomas Peter, 15-0, yesterday afternoon in a non-conference round robin tournament. The date of the game has yet to be announced.

The second round of our Dorm-A football season ends in a familiar pattern. The game was played in the rain, and the back field was a muddy morass.

Frosh Soccer Off

The next film at The World

The next film at The World

The Next Film at THE WORLD

For $.75 Each

Tickets at HOUSTON HALL INFORMATION DESK

Or From Your Agents-George Kramer, Farrel Shaftel.

Dave Shore's

Jewish-American Restaurant

202 S 1 Ounce Street

Between 11th and 12th, St.

Shore-Morton

FROSH CAGERS Show Strength

Bill McFaul and Carl Albrecht made up the rest of the starting five, along with Shaw, Groesen and Milkey.

Jewish Students Note:

According to the new constitution of the Hillel Foundation, in order for a student to be eligible to vote in the election of officers, he "must have become an affiliate of the Foundation before the Thanksgiving Recess and have been an affiliate in the preceding academic year." Students are urged, therefore, to register as affiliates of the Foundation at the special coffee hour for this purpose on Monday, November 25, from 2 to 4:30, or in any event, before Thursday.

You CAN SEE

The Albert Schweitzer Story

Giselle

Starring Bolshoi Ballet

Student Cage Tickets

tickets available for 14 at Franklin Field Ticket Office and at the Park at $2.00.

Booters Face Red

The Next Film at THE WORLD

For $.75 Each

Tickets at HOUSTON HALL INFORMATION DESK

Or From Your Agents-George Kramer, Farrel Shaftel.

Dave Shore's

Jewish-American Restaurant

202 S 1 Ounce Street

Between 11th and 12th, St.

Shore-Morton

Your 10% Discount Card Entitles You To

One Hour Service on Saturdays Also

RENTED - SOLD

CERTIFIED CLEANERS

3639 WALNUT STREET

STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD

MINOR REPAIRS FREE

This is a sample card)
We regret that we are forced to suspend broad-casting on Saturdays. This is necessary so that technical work can be done and to improve our broadcasting facilities so as to better serve the University.

NOTICES

The Daily Pennsylvanian has received local telephone calls from the Franklin Society Building before 3 p.m. of the day preceding the scheduled activity. No notices will be accepted over the telephone.

FREE MOVIE

A fashion feature film style follow-up to the society film of last week will be shown in the Franklin Society Building. Director Jerry Lewis, one of the best known television comedians, will be present for the showing.

IVY CLUB

An exhibition meeting will be held in room 2E324 on Tuesday, 8:30 p.m. All members and guests are welcome.

CANTERBURY

Episcopal Student Fellowship Diocesan Conference

At Trinity Church, Swiftwater, Pa.

"Conviction or Conformity on Campus"

The Rev. William Eddy, Chaplain at Princeton, will lead discussion.

Leave St. Mary's at 2:15 p.m. Return by 8:30 p.m.

Special Sale

For Penn Students Only

All Our

$55 and $65

Hand Tailored

"Ivy League"

Topcoats

$38.

Regulars and Longs

Just 75

Extra Long

$40 "Ivy League" Sport Coats $26.

A Real Value

For That Tall Man

Free Alterations

HILL'S IVY DISCOUNT STORE

5130 MARKET ST.

ACE AUTO RENTAL

Rent a New Car Drive Yourself

BA 2-4250 — BA 2-4251
4220 LANCASTER AVE
FIVE MINUTES FROM CAMPUS
Insurance Coverage
Cars Delivered

For Real
Italian Food
Try
Cousin's
RESTAURANT
3641 WALNUT ST.